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.H24 - PICNIC TABLE

Design by DESIGN BASAGLIA + ROTA NODARI

Giving outdoor living unexpected shapes that are
capable of offering new proposals. Thus the creation
of the table with self-supporting integrated benches..
Table with integrated benches, a typical solution for
public places where it is a traditionally used for social
gatherings. It can be joined and attached to multiple
models to create versions for use in schools and
universities. Perfect for open-air picnics, it is a fresh
and modern alternative for social situations. Can be
paired with the Miami sun shade.
Hot-dip galvanised steel metal structure. Epoxy
powder painted aluminium slats in different colours
or decorated with heat transfer film for a natural ash
wood grain effect. Ready-equipped for fastening to
the ground with bolts or joined together using steel
plates.

Urban spaces, large public areas and shopping
centres have become integral parts of our lives. Then,
why not  turning them into a domestic environment
where social life can develop in full comfort?
This concept has prompted Diemmebi to think of
URBANTIME, a philosophy by which it realises and
proposes its outdoor collections designed by Alberto
Basaglia and Natalia Rota Nodari.
Ventiquattrore.h24, made of steel and aluminium
staves, reinterprets classical wooden and metal
benches to suggest new types of use.
The product ranges is conceived for outdoor areas
however it do not disdain indoor spaces.
All the products are designed and created to be
completely recyclable and fully maintenance free.

 

Dimensions
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Stacking No

Leadtime 12 weeks +

Material Metal

Linking Yes

Price More than 500

Brand Content

CATALOGUE

https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/stacking/no/
https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/leadtime/12-weeks/
https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/material/metal/
https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/linking/yes/
https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/price/more-than-500/
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Click here to download the catalogue

Design by DESIGN BASAGLIA + ROTA NODARI

Giving outdoor living unexpected shapes that are capable of offering new proposals. Thus the creation of the table with
self-supporting integrated benches.. Table with integrated benches, a typical solution for public places where it is a
traditionally used for social gatherings. It can be joined and attached to multiple models to create versions for use in
schools and universities. Perfect for open-air picnics, it is a fresh and modern alternative for social situations. Can be
paired with the Miami sun shade.
Hot-dip galvanised steel metal structure. Epoxy powder painted aluminium slats in different colours or decorated with
heat transfer film for a natural ash wood grain effect. Ready-equipped for fastening to the ground with bolts or joined
together using steel plates.

Urban spaces, large public areas and shopping centres have become integral parts of our lives. Then, why not  turning
them into a domestic environment where social life can develop in full comfort?
This concept has prompted Diemmebi to think of URBANTIME, a philosophy by which it realises and proposes its outdoor
collections designed by Alberto Basaglia and Natalia Rota Nodari.
Ventiquattrore.h24, made of steel and aluminium staves, reinterprets classical wooden and metal benches to suggest
new types of use.
The product ranges is conceived for outdoor areas however it do not disdain indoor spaces.
All the products are designed and created to be completely recyclable and fully maintenance free.

 

Dimensions

 

BRAND

Urbantime
URBANTIME is a registered trademark of the DIEMMEBI company, which for more than 30 years has been devoted to
bringing Italian style to the furnishings of environments open to the public: schools, conference rooms, airports,
hospitals. URBANTIME is a brand created to bring the same quality, passion and style to outdoor public spaces: parks,
streets, bike paths, swimming pools, hotels. Over the years, this sensibility has grown, so much so that a showcase has
become a true brand able to offer innovative and timely solutions to the growing demands of the market. The time we
spend in urban public spaces and outdoors in general deserves the same attention and quality as the time we spend in
our homes. For this reason Urbantime, literally urban time, was born. URBANTIME is the collection of furniture created to
make these moments of each of our lives comfortable: when we wait for the train, when we enjoy an ice cream in the
shade of a tree in a deserted square, when we allow ourselves a minute of recovery before the next training block along a
bike path. Each product is the result of a chain of "minds" passionately dedicated to the same mission. The minds of
those who thought them up join those who support or engineer them, those who produce them, those who tell them,
those who promote and then install them, and finally those who use them.

https://we.tl/t-gQ6MGar35x
https://www.archiproducts.com/en/urbantime/products/categories_outdoor
https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/brand/urbantime/
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